2ndcontest of 12 hours puzzles
Saturday 14th september 2019
The 12 hours puzzles contest are organised with benefit to asbl 'amicale de
la country'.
That the incoming made from the contest can help to develop and continue
the actions for it.
Our bar will propose during the 12 hours snacks drinks with interesting prices
and the benefits will go to the contest.
The possibility to order a breakfast including 2 chocolate croissant plus a
drink at your choice for 4€ (payment and reservation requested)

Rules:
1. The puzzle's rules contest in Fléron is organised by the asbl 'amicale de la
country' the Saturday 14th of September 2019.
The goal is to reunite family and friends auround an common passion:the
puzzles
2. Adress of the day:
Sainte Julienne School, rue saint laurent 39 at B-4620 Fleron 1st floor
pay attention : No disabled access
3. It will be requested to the competitors to be present at 9h30 at least but the
local will be open at 9h
The team that will be late won't have more time.

4. The inscription fee is 100 euros by team of 4 persons
Last day of inscription is the 14th August 2019
This inscription includes the overall puzzles realised by the teams
every teams will receive the totality of the contest puzzles that means 7 puzzles.
In every cases at the end of the contes the organizers will give the puzzles even
if they are not finished.
5. The inscription will start on the 1st of january 2019 and will be by phone calls
at the following numbers: +32495/721.724
When you are registered by phone you will have a delay of 10 days to do the
payment.
The rules will be show on the facebook page R.E.D PUZZLENT or on the
website : www.asbl-amicaledelacountry.be
6. The inscription fee will be done on the following bank account asbl « amicale
de la country » IBAN : BE55 0014 7505 4344 with the communication«
puzzleday12h ».followed by the name of the team.
For the international team: BIC: GEBABEBB.
The date of the inscription's payment will determine the order of the team
The teams that won't be take for the events will be refund entirely in the month
following the contest.
7. There will be no more than 34 teams.
8. Every team will have his number and will keep it during the all contest.
If a team doesn't show up the day of the contest there won't be any refund
9. There wont be more than 4 persons at the same time around the table.

10.

The puzzles will be from 500 to 1500 pieces.

If a team finishes the 7th puzzles the victory will be set by time. An additional
puzzle will be provided to wait the award ceremony.
11.

The first puzzle will be put on the table but it will be not allowed to remove

the sheet on it before the start of the contest
The next puzzle will be provide when the controller check the puzzle is done.
Till the end of the contest the controller will be the one to give the others
puzzles during the 12 h,
When finishing a puzzle the team will notice the controller they are finished in
the respect of their pair. The controller will write down the time when finishing
the puzzle.
The time will determine the place of the team in a way of equality of the 7
puzzles done.
12.

The award ceremony will be announced at 22h30

In the end of the contest we will take in count the number of the puzzle's pieces
that are stick with the edge
13.

The local is non-smoker

14.

The teams are engaged to not cheat in any way and respect each others,

teams, controller, organizer, ....
15.

Every competitors take the engagement to take and let the local as he

found it.

